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Abstract. The Burrows Wheeler transform has applications in data compression as well as full
text indexing. Despite its important applications and various existing algorithmic approaches the
construction of the transform for large data sets is still challenging. In this paper we present a new
semi external memory algorithm for constructing the Burrows Wheeler transform. It is capable of
constructing the transform for an input text of length n over a finite alphabet in time O(n log2 log n)
on average, if sufficient internal memory is available to hold a fixed fraction of the input text. In
the worst case the run-time is O(n log n log log n). The amount of space used by the algorithm in
external memory is O(n) bits. Based on the serial version we also present a shared memory parallel
algorithm running in time O(n
p
max{log2 log n+log p}) on average when p processors are available.
1. Introduction
The Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) was introduced to facilitate the lossless compression of data
(cf. [3]). It has an intrinsic connection to some data structures used for full text indexing like the suffix
array (cf. [19]) and is at the heart of some compressed full text self indexes like the FM index (see [9]).
The FM index requires no more space than the k’th order entropy compressed input text plus some
asymptotically negligible supporting data structures. Many construction algorithms for the BWT are
based on its relation to the suffix array, which can be computed from the input text in time linear
in the length of that text (see e.g. [13, 22]). While these algorithms run in linear time and are thus
theoretically optimal they require O(n log n)1 bits of space for the uncompressed suffix array given an
input text of length n while the text itself can be stored in a space of n⌈log σ⌉ bits for an alphabet of
size σ where we often have σ ≪ n and in most applications σ is constant. Algorithms for computing
the suffix array in external memory have been proposed (see e.g. [2, 6]) but these algorithms require
large amounts of space and input/output in external memory. An asymptotically optimal internal
memory solution concerning time and space has been proposed [11]. However the space usage of
this algorithm is O(n) bits for constant alphabets, where an inspection of the algorithm suggests
that the actual practical memory usage of the algorithm is several times the size of the text in bits.
The practical space usage of the algorithm subsequently presented in [23] is lower (i.e. the involved
constants are smaller) while theoretically not linear. It however still requires multiple times as much
space as the input text. A sample implementation given by the authors only works for input sizes of up
to 232 (see [1]) and only handles a single level of the recursive algorithm. Given the implementation
complexity of the algorithm it remains unclear if it would scale well. Crochemore et al present an
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algorithm computing the BWT in quadratic time with constant additional space (see [4]). In [1] Beller
et al propose a semi external algorithm for the construction of the BWT based on induced sorting.
An algorithm is called semi external if it uses non negligible amounts of internal as well as external
memory. According to the authors the algorithm scales to arbitrary input sizes and uses about one
byte (i.e. 8 bits) per input symbol in internal memory. An algorithm constructing the BWT of a text
by block-wise merging using a finite amount of internal memory is presented in [8]. The algorithm
partitions the text into a set of fixed size blocks. The run-time is O(n2/b) for a block size of b and
a text length of n. It requires an amount of internal memory which is roughly sufficient to compute
the suffix array of a single of these block. In particular the amount of internal memory used can be
smaller than the space required for the text. In this paper we modify this algorithm to run in time
O(n logn log logn) in the worst case and O(n log2 logn) on average for the case where we are able to
keep a fixed fraction of the text in memory. Assuming the practically common case of a finite alphabet
the algorithm in [8] uses blocks of size O(n/ log n) when provided with O(n) bits of space in internal
memory so its total run-time for this setting is O(n logn). In consequence our algorithm is faster on
average and slower by O(log logn) for a very unlikely worst case. Compared to the algorithm presented
in [1] our algorithm can work with less internal memory. For DNA for instance the complete text can
be held in memory using about 2 bits per symbol which is significantly less than a full byte (8 bits)
per character. We also propose a parallel version of our algorithm for the shared memory model. This
algorithm runs in time O(np max{log2 n, log p}) on average and with high probability when using p
processors.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce definitions which we
will be using throughout the paper. Section 3 gives a short overview over the algorithm of Ferragina
et al (cf. [8]) on which our new algorithm is based. In Section 4 we present an algorithm for computing
the minimal periods of all prefixes of a string in succinct space. We show how to compute the suffix
order for blocks of b suffixes drawn from a circular version of a string of length n ≥ b in optimal
time O(b) and space O(b log b) bits after collecting some repetition information about the string in a
preprocessing phase taking time O(n) and O(b log b) bits of space in Section 5. In Section 6 we show
how to merge the BWTs of two adjacent text blocks of length bl and br respectively given by their
BWT in external memory in time O ((bl + br) log log(bl + br)) and sufficient space in internal memory
to hold a rank dictionary for the left block. We describe in Section 7 how to combine the block sorting
from Section 5 and block merging from Section 6 to obtain a BWT construction algorithm based on a
balanced instead of a skewed merge tree. In Section 8 we describe a parallel version of our algorithm.
Finally in section 9 we summarise our results and discuss some remaining open problems.
2. Definitions
For a string s = s0s1s2 . . . sm−1 of length |s| = m ∈ N we define s[i] = si for 0 ≤ i < m and for
s = s0s1 . . . we define s[i] = si for 0 ≤ i. For a finite word u and a finite or infinite word v we write
their concatenation as uv. For any finite words u, x and finite or infinite words w, v such that w = uxv
we call u a prefix, v a suffix and x a factor of w. A prefix, suffix or factor of some string w is called
proper if it is not identical with w. The empty word consisting of no symbols is denoted by ǫ. For a
string s and indices 0 ≤ i ≤ j < |s| we denote the factor s[i]s[i+ 1] . . . s[j] by s[i, j]. For any i, j such
that i > j the term s[i, j] denotes the empty word. A finite word w has period p iff w[i] = w[i + p]
for i = 0, . . . , |w| − p− 1 and an infinite word w has period p iff w[i] = w[i+ p] for i = 0, 1, . . .. For a
finite word u and k ∈ N the k’th power uk of u is defined by u0 = ǫ and ui+1 = uiu for i ∈ N. A word
w is primitive if it is not a power of a word u such that |u| < |w|. A word u is a root of w if w = uk
for some k ∈ N. A word w is a square if there is a word u such that w = u2. Throughout this paper
let Σ = {0, 1, . . . , σ − 1} denote a finite alphabet for some σ ∈ N, σ > 0 and let t = t0t1 . . . tn−1 ∈ Σn
denote a finite string of length n > 0. We define the semi infinite string t˜ by t˜[i] = t[i − ⌊i/n⌋n] for
i ≥ 0. We define the suffix t˜i of t˜ as t˜i = t˜[i]t˜[i + 1] . . . and t˜i < t˜j for i, j ∈ N, i 6= j iff either t˜i = t˜j
and i < j or for the smallest ℓ ≥ 0 such that t˜[i + ℓ] 6= t˜[j + ℓ] we have t˜[i + ℓ] < t˜[j + ℓ]. The suffix
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array A of t is defined as the permutation of the numbers 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 such that t˜A[i] < t˜A[i+1]
for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2 and the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) B = b0b1 . . . bn−1 of t is given by
bi = t˜[A[i] + n− 1] for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1.
3. BWT construction by block-wise merging
We give a short high level description of the algorithm by Ferragina et al. in [8] as we will be modifying
it. Unlike our algorithm it assumes the input string to have a unique minimal terminator symbol. Given
a block size b the input string t is partitioned into c = ⌈n/b⌉ blocks T0, T1, . . . , Tc−1 of roughly equal
size. The algorithm starts by suffix sorting the last block, computing its BWT Bc−1 and the bit array
gtc−1 which denotes for each suffix in Tc−1 but the first whether it is smaller or larger than the first.
The BWT of Ti . . . Tc−1 for i < c− 1 is computed by first computing the suffix array for the suffixes
starting in Ti by using the text of Ti and Ti+1 in memory and handling the comparison of suffixes
starting in Ti but equal until both have entered Ti+1 by using the bit vector gti+1 which explicitly
stores the result of this comparison. The BWTs of Ti and Ti+1Ti+2 . . . Tc−1 are merged by computing
the ranks of the suffixes starting in Ti+1Ti+2 . . . Tc−1 in the sorted set of suffixes of Ti and computing
a gap array Gi which denotes how many suffixes from Ti+1Ti+2 . . . Tc−1 are to be placed before the
suffixes in Ti, between two adjacent suffixes in Ti and after all suffixes in Ti. This process follows a
backward search of Ti+1Ti+2 . . . Tc−1 in Ti. Using the array Gi it is simple to merge the two BWTs
together. For computing the rank of a suffix from Ti+1 . . . Tc−1 it is necessary to know whether it is
smaller or larger than the one at the start of Ti+1Ti+2 . . . Tc−1 as Bi is not a conventional BWT. For
further details about the algorithm the reader is referred to [8].
4. Computing the Minimal Period of the Prefixes of a String
A border of a string w is a string u such that w = uv = xu and |v| = |x| 6= 0. The border array B of
a string w is the integer array of length |w| such that B[i] stores the length of the longest border of
w[0, i] for i = 0, 1, . . . , |w| − 1. When a string w has the border array B, then the minimal period of
w[0, i] for 0 ≤ i < |w| can be obtained as i+1−B[i] (see e.g. Proposition 1.5 in [5]). The uncompressed
border array for a string of length b can be stored using b words, i.e. b⌈log b⌉ bits. Due to the properties
of the border array (the value at index i + 1 can be at most 1 larger than the value at index i and
all values are non-negative) it is however easy to use a succinct version in O(b) bits. For the rest
of the section let w denote a string and let B denote the border array of w. Then we can represent
B as the bit vector B˜ = 10B[0]−B[1]+110B[1]−B[2]+11 . . . 0B[b−1]−B[b−2]+11 and B[i] can be retrieved as
i− rank0(B˜, select1(B˜, i)) for i = 0, 1, . . . , b− 1 where rank0(B˜, i) denotes the number of 0 bits in B˜ up
to and including index i and select1(B˜, i) returns the index of the i + 1’th 1 bit in B˜. Indexes for the
rank and select operations can be stored in o(b) extra bits (see e.g. [21]). The most common indexes
for these operations are tailored for static bit vectors while the computation of the border array (see
for instance section 1.6 in [5]) incrementally extends the array while using the already existing prefix
to deduce the next value. The rank and select indexes as presented in section 6.1 in [21] are however
easily adapted for the case of only appending bits at the end of the bit vector. Both types of indexes
partition the indexed bit vector into blocks. In the case of rank the blocks consist of β0 = ⌈log2 |B˜|⌉
bits of B˜. An array R0 is used to explicitly store rank0(B˜, β0i) for i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌈ nβ0 ⌉ − 1 where each
element of R0 takes ⌈log |B˜|⌉ bits. The blocks are again partitioned into smaller blocks of length
β1 = ⌈ log |B˜|2 ⌉ (for the sake of simplicity in the discussion we assume β1 divides β0. The method is
easily extended to the case where β0 is not exactly a multiple of β1). Another integer array R1 is used
to store rank0(B˜, β1i) − rank0(B˜, ⌊β1iβ0 ⌋) for i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌈ nβ1 ⌉ − 1. Each element of R1 takes ⌈log β0⌉
bits. We can incrementally build the rank dictionary by adding one value to R0 and ⌈β0β1 ⌉ values to R1
each time β0 bits have been appended to the underlying bit vector. This can trivially be done in time
O(β0) for each block of size β0. The answers for a block yet to be completed can be stored explicitly in
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an array of size β0 which takes β0⌈log β0⌉ = O(log2 B˜ log B˜) bits and thus is asymptotically negligible
compared to the space used for the bit vector itself. Using this method the rank operation can be
computed in time O(1) at any time and the time for adding each single bit to the vector is amortised
constant. The method for keeping constant time select operations is conceptually very similar. The
data structure partitions the bit vector B˜ such that each block contains ζ0 = ⌈log2 |B˜|⌉ bits of value
1. Again we can keep enough space to store the answers for a single incomplete block explicitly and
extend the index for select each time the total number of 1 bits in the intermediate bit vector reaches
an integer multiple of ζ0.
Lemma 1. Let x denote a string over a finite alphabet Γ = {0, 1, . . . , γ− 1}. The border array of x can
be computed in time O(|x|) and using space O(|x| log γ) bits.
Lemma 2. Let x denote a string over a finite alphabet Γ = {0, 1, . . . , γ − 1}. The sequence of minimal
periods of the prefixes of x can be enumerated in time O(|x|) and space O(|x| log γ) bits.
Using the periodicity lemma (see Lemma 1 in [17]) we in addition obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let x denote a string over a finite alphabet Γ = {0, 1, . . . , γ − 1}. If x has any period
q ≤ ⌊ |x|2 ⌋ then there exists a minimal period p of x such that p ≤ ⌊ |x|2 ⌋ and p divides all other periods
of x whose value does not exceed ⌊ |x|2 ⌋. It is decidable in time O(|x|) and space O(x log γ) bits whether
x has any period p ≤ ⌊ |x|2 ⌋ and if it has any such periods then their minimum can be computed in the
same time and space bounds.
Proof. Let x denote a string over a finite alphabet Γ = {0, 1, . . . , γ − 1} and let P denote the set of
all periods of x whose value does not exceed ⌊ |x|2 ⌋. If P is empty, then the lemma holds as x has no
relevant periods. Otherwise let p be the minimal element of P . Then for any element q of P we have
p+q ≤ |x| as p ≤ q ≤ ⌊ |x|2 ⌋. According to the periodicity lemma this implies that the greatest common
divisor of p and q is also a period of x. As P contains all the periods of x not exceeding ⌊ |x|2 ⌋, p is
the minimal element of P and the greatest common divisor of p and q divides p it follows that this
greatest common divisor is p. As p is the minimal period of x it can be computed in time O(|x|) and
space O(|x| log γ) bits according to Lemma 2. 
5. Sorting single blocks
The algorithm by Ferragina et al processes each single block relying on knowledge about the priorly
fully processed following block, in case of the last block the terminator. For our algorithm we need to
be able to sort a single block without knowing the complete sorted order of the next block. For this
purpose we need to be able to handle repetitions, one of the major challenges along the way, efficiently.
For the following argumentation we will need the occurring block sizes to be as similar as possible, so
we will deduce a final block size from a target block size chosen to satisfy memory constraints. Let b′
denote a preliminary target block size such that 0 < b′ ≤ n. From b′ we can deduce a final block size
b as
b =
⌈
n⌈
n
b′
⌉
⌉
. (1)
In Equation 1 the denominator denotes the number ν of blocks required for the preliminary block size
b′. The final block size is obtained as the smallest number b of symbols required to keep this number
of blocks ν, in particular we have b ≤ b′ As b is the smallest such number we have µ′ = νb − n such
that 0 ≤ µ′ < ν and equally µ = ν − µ′ such that 1 ≤ µ ≤ ν. In consequence we can decompose the
set of indices [0, n) on t into µ sub intervals of length b and ν − µ sub intervals of length b − 1 and
define the index blocks Bi by
Bi =
{
[ib, (i+ 1)b) for 0 ≤ i < µ
[µb + (i− µ)(b − 1), µb+ (i+ 1− µ)(b − 1) for µ ≤ i < ν (2)
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Informally we have µ blocks of size b and ν − µ blocks of size b − 1 such that the blocks of size b
precede the ones of size b− 1. Blocks of size b− 1 only exist if b does not divide n.
When comparing two suffixes of t˜ starting at indices i and j such that i < j we may encounter
two cases. In the first case we have t˜[i, j − 1] 6= t˜[j, j + (j − i − 1)]. Then the comparison requires
handling at most j − i symbol pairs, i.e. at most 2b− 2 symbols if the two suffixes start in the same
block of length b as defined above. In the second case we have t˜[i, j − 1] = t˜[j, j + (j − i − 1)], i.e. a
square with period j−i at index i in t˜. Thus situations which require us to have access to ω(b) symbols
for sorting the suffixes of a block of indices on t˜ are induced by repetitions of periods strictly smaller
than b. In consequence only repetitions with a period smaller than b are relevant for our block sorting.
Definition 1. Let B denote a block of b indices on t˜ starting at index i, i.e. the set of suffixes t˜i+j for
j = 0, 1, . . . , b− 1.
• B propagates a repetition of period p, 1 ≤ p ≤ b iff t˜i[0, b+ 2p− 1] has period p.
• B generates a repetition of period p, 1 ≤ p ≤ b iff t˜[b− p, b− 1] = t˜[b, b+ p− 1] and the block of b
suffixes starting at i+ b propagates a repetition of period p.
If a block propagates repetitions of any periods, then there is a unique minimal period dividing all
other propagated periods according to Lemma 3. This unique minimal period can then be computed
in time O(b) and space O(b log σ) bits using minor modifications of standard string algorithms (see
Section 4). As there is a unique minimal period propagated by a block if any and as for repetition
generation we are only interested in periods which are propagated by the next block we can compute
the relevant generation properties of a block in the same time and space bounds. The suffix order on t˜
defined as above defines the order of two suffixes at indices i and j such that i 6= j by index comparison
if t˜i = t˜j . This case can only appear if the text t itself has a period p which is smaller than n and
divides n, i.e. when t = αi for some string α and some integer i > 1. For sorting the suffixes in our
blocks we can avoid this case. If t is an integer power of a string α such that |α| < b for some exponent
k > 1, then we will observe that each of our blocks propagates period p, thus this case is easily detected
given precomputed repetition propagation information. In this case the Burrows-Wheeler transform
of t can be obtained from the Burrows-Wheeler transform for α by repeating each symbol k times, e.g.
if abc is the Burrows-Wheeler transform for α and we have k = 2 then the transform for t is aabbcc.
Similar arguments can be employed to obtain the suffix array and inverse suffix array of t from the
reduced variants for α. Thus in the following we will without loss of generality assume that t is not an
integer power of a string of period smaller than b. In consequence all suffix comparisons required for
sorting the suffixes starting in a block are decided by character inequality and not by position. Using
information about short period repetitions in the input string, we are able to handle the sorting of a
single block of suffixes extending beyond the end of the block efficiently by reducing long repetitions
as we show in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. A block of b circular suffixes of t˜ can be sorted in lexicographical order using time O(b) and
space O(b log b) bits using precomputed repetition propagation data.
Proof. The pairwise order between all suffixes of the block is decided by character inequalities. However
these character inequalities may happen after Ω(n) symbols in each case. Note however that if we
compare two strings u and v lexicographically such that u = αβkγ and v = αβkδ we obtain the same
result as when comparing u′ = αγ and v′ = αδ, i.e. as when we remove the repetition of β from both.
Now assume we are sorting the circular suffixes of t for a block starting at index i with block length b,
i.e. we are sorting b strings of infinite length where for each pair of strings the comparison ends after
less than n steps. When comparing a pair of such strings starting at offsets j and k in the block such
that without loss of generality j < k we may encounter the following cases.
1. There exists ℓ < (b − j) + (k − j) = b + k − 2j such that t˜[i + j + ℓ] 6= t˜[i + k + ℓ]. Then as
b + k − 2j < 2b the order between the strings would be correctly reflected in a suffix sorting of
t˜[i, i+ 2b− 1], where 2b is O(b).
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2. Otherwise we have t˜[i + j, i + k − 1] = t˜[i + k, i + k + (k − j) − 1], i.e. a square of period k − j
at position i + j in t˜ and this repetition extends to at least index i + b + (k + j) − 1 in t˜.
There is thus a complete instance of a rotation of the root of the square in t˜ after the end of the
considered block (the root of the repetition may overlap the block boundary or come to lie outside
of the block). In consequence the block may generate a repetition of period k − j depending on
whether the following block propagates a repetition of this period. If t˜[i + j, i + k − 1] is an
integer power of a shorter primitive string u, then let p = |u|, otherwise let p = k − j. Now we
may encounter two sub cases. If the following block does not propagate period p, then the order
between our two strings starting at index i + j and i + k in t˜ would be correctly reflected in
a suffix sorting of t˜[i, i + 2b + 2p − 1] due to the definition of the propagation of a repetition.
Note that 2b+ 2p− 1 is O(b) as p ≤ k − j < b. Now assume the following block does propagate
period p. Let β = t˜[i + b, i + b + p − 1] and let α = t˜[i, i + (b − p) − 1]. Then the block can be
written as αβ. Further we know that t˜[i]t˜[i+ 1] . . . = αβmγ for some integer m > 1 + ⌈b/p⌉ and
γ[0, p− 1] 6= β. Using precomputed information about the single blocks’ repetition propagation
properties and adequate data structures it is simple to deduce the numbers m and γ in time
O(b). For each block propagating a repetition we store the index of the closest following block
in t˜ which no longer propagates this repetition in an array. This array can be computed in time
O(n) with a single scan over the list of repetitions propagated by the single blocks. Even for a
moderate block size in O(log2 n) the space required for this array is asymptotically negligible
compared to the text and it can be stored in external memory. Now for computing m and γ we
can go to the last following block still propagating the repetition and perform a naive scan of the
text until the repetition ends. This scan will terminate in time O(b). For determining the order
of the suffixes in the current block it is sufficient to sort αβ1+⌈b/p⌉γ which has length O(b).

Sorting the suffixes of t˜ starting in a given block of length b using the precomputed repetition
generation and propagation block properties can thus be performed in time O(b) using space O(b log b)
bits in internal memory. Given the explicit suffix sorting for a block, it is trivial to determine, whether
any other suffix in the block is lexicographically smaller or larger than the first suffix of the block and
store the resulting bit vector in external memory.
For forward searching using the suffix array it is useful to in addition have the longest common
prefix (LCP) array. For two finite strings u, v let LCP(u, v) = argmax
min{|u|,|v|}
l=0 u[0, ℓ−1] = v[0, ℓ−1].
For two infinite strings u, v let LCP(u, v) =∞ if u = v and LCP(u, v) = i where i is the smallest non
negative integer such that u[i] 6= v[i] otherwise. For a block of indices [i, i+ b− 1] on t˜ such that i ∈ N
let A denote the permutation of i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ b − 1 such that t˜A[j] < t˜A[j+1] for j = 0, 1, . . . , b − 2.
Then the LCP array of the block is defined by LCP[0] = 0 and LCP[i] = LCP(t˜A[i−1], t˜A[i]) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , b− 1. Using a repetition reduction method similar to the suffix sorting case we obtain the
following result.
Lemma 5. The LCP array for a block of b circular suffixes on t˜ can be computed in time O(b) and
space O(b log b) bits using precomputed repetition propagation data.
Proof. As the input string is without loss of generality not an integer power of a string of period
p < b all suffix comparisons on t˜ within a block are decided by character inequalities. In consequence
the values in the LCP array of a block are finite but the array can contain values in Ω(n) as the
considered suffixes extend beyond the end of the block. Given a finite string s and the suffix array of
s the LCP array for s can be computed in time O(|s|) and stored in an array of size O(s log s) bits
(see [16]). Thus if the block does not generate a repetition, then we can compute the LCP array for
the block in time O(b) and represent it as an array using O(b log b) bits. This involves extending the
text block by O(b) elements (see above), computing the LCP array using the suffix array and the text
and filtering the LCP array so that only suffixes inside the original block remain. If we find suffixes
outside the original block between two original suffixes than we need to combine the minimum of the
corresponding entries with the second original block value, e.g. if the block starts at index i and we
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have A[j] < i+ b,A[j+1] ≥ i+ b,A[j+2] ≥ i+ b, . . . ,A[j+k] < i+ b then the LCP value between the
suffixes at the block indices A[j] and A[j + k] is min{LCP[j + 1],LCP[j + 2], . . . ,LCP[j + k]} and we
drop the LCP values relating to suffixes outside the block. Now assume the block generates a repetition
of period p. Then as described in case 2 of the proof of Lemma 4 it is sufficient to suffix sort the string
αβ1+⌈b/p⌉γ as defined above to obtain the order of the suffixes in the current block. This block has
length O(b), so its LCP array can be computed in time O(b) and stored in space O(b log b) bits. We
first remove the values corresponding to suffixes outside the block as we did for the non propagating
case. Then the LCP value at index j > 1 is correct if LCP[j] < min{i + b − A[j − 1], i + b − A[j]},
i.e. if the LCP between the two corresponding suffixes is too short to reach the next block for at
least one of the two. Otherwise both suffixes are equal at least until the comparison of the two has
extended to the next block. Then the stored LCP value will be too small and thus incorrect. We can
however easily correct these values using the precomputed repetition propagation information. We
can compute in time O(b) at which offset from the start of the next block the propagated repetition
first breaks. Let o denote this offset. Then we obtain the correct LCP value for index j > 0 as
LCP[j] = (i + b −max{A[j − 1],A[j]}) + o. If we store this value explicitly, then the LCP array will
take space O(b log n) bits. As we can however detect and correct the incorrect LCP values in constant
time given the suffix array and number o we can leave the LCP array as is taking space O(b log b) and
still have constant time access to the correct values by computing them as required. 
Using the suffix and LCP array the time for a forward search of a pattern of length m in a block
of size b reduces from O(m log b) to O(m+ log b) (see [19]).
6. Merging Pairs of Adjacent Blocks
In our modified algorithm we replace the completely skewed binary merge tree used in [8] by a balanced
binary merge tree. Consequently we will need to be able to merge blocks with a block size in Ω(n).
For merging two adjacent blocks we need the following components:
1. The BWT of the left and right block. These can be compressed and in external memory as they
will be scanned sequentially.
2. An internal memory index of the left block suitable for backward search in O(1) time per step.
An FM type index using space blHk + o(n log σ) bits can be used where bl is the length of the
left block and Hk denotes the k’th order entropy of the left block (see [21]).
3. The gt bit vectors for the left and right block. Scanned sequentially and thus can be read
streaming from external memory.
4. The number of circular suffixes in the left block smaller than the rightmost suffix of the right
block. Used as the start point for the backward search.
5. The gap array G.
The first three are equivalent to those used in [8]. The rank of the rightmost suffix in the right block
relative to the suffixes of the left block can be obtained by employing forward search on one or more
text blocks. If the left block is a single block which was produced by explicit suffix sorting using the
method of Section 5, then the rank can be obtained using classical forward search in the suffix array
while using the adjoined LCP array. This takes time O(n+log b) in the worst case (on average this can
be expected to be O(log n+log b), see [25]). If the left block was already obtained by merging c blocks
together, then the desired rank can be obtained as the sum of the ranks of the suffix relative to all
single blocks composing the left block in time O(c(n+log b)). Assuming the blocks are merged together
in a balanced binary merge tree the total time used for forward searches is O(nb log
n
b n) in the worst
case and O(nb log
n
b logn) on average. If we choose b ∈ O( nlogn ) then this becomes O(n logn log logn).
The memory required for the index of the left block in internal memory will be bl⌈log σ⌉+ o(bl log σ)
bits for a left block size of bl assuming that the entropy compression is ineffective. This leaves us with
the space required for the gap array. In the original algorithm this is a conventional array in internal
memory taking space O(b logn) bits for a left block size of b. As we want to be able to merge blocks
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with size in Ω(n) this space requirement is too high. Using Elias γ code (cf. [7]) we can store the gap
array for merging a left and right block of length bl and br respectively in O(bl + br) bits of space as
we show in the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let G denote an array of length ℓ such that G[i] ∈ N for 0 ≤ i < ℓ and ∑l−1i=0G[i] = s for
some s ∈ N. Then the γ code for G takes O(ℓ + s) bits.
Proof. Elias γ code stores the number z > 0 as the bit sequence 0⌊log z⌋bin(z) of length 1 + 2⌊log z⌋
where bin(z) denotes the binary representation of z (most significant to least significant bit left to
right). The γ code for G thus requires
ℓ+ 2
ℓ−1∑
i=0
⌊log(G[i] + 1)⌋
bits. As γ code is unable to represent the number zero but zero is a valid entry in G we add 1 to each
element. We have
bl−1∑
i=0
⌊log(G[i] + 1)⌋ ≤
bl−1∑
i=0
log(G[i] + 1) = log
bl−1∏
i=0
(G[i] + 1) .
and the last product is maximal for G[0] = G[1] = . . . = G[ℓ − 1] ≈ sℓ (conceptually due to the fact
that x(1 − x) has its maximum at x = (1 − x) = 12 , i.e. a product of two positive real numbers of
constant sum is maximal if both are chosen as half the sum). Thus the maximum space used for the
gap array in γ code is bounded by
ℓ+ 2
ℓ−1∑
i=0
⌊logG[i] + 1⌋ ≤ ℓ
(
1 + 2 log
(s
ℓ
+ 1
))
For s ≤ ℓ the argument of the logarithm is between 1 and 2 thus the space usage is bounded by 3ℓ.
For s > ℓ let s = 2rl for some r ∈ R, r > 0. Then we have
ℓ(1 + 2 log( sl + 1)) ≤ ℓ(1 + 2 + 2 log sl )
≤ s2r (3 + 2r) = s 3+2r2r ≤ s(3 + 1loge 2 ) ≤ 5s
which is in O(s). Thus in both cases the space is in O(ℓ + s) bits. 
Elias γ code however is not suitable for efficient updating as we would need it for computing
the gap array. During the computation of a gap array each step of the backward search leads to an
increment of exactly one position in the gap array. In particular the sum over the elements of the
array after s steps is s. The γ code representation of the gap array does not allow efficient updating of
single elements. We overcome this problem by producing partial sparse gap arrays, which we write to
external memory. We accumulate an amount c of indices for incrementing in internal memory before
we write a sparse variant to external memory, which implies that the sum over the sparse array written
will be c. Whenever we have produced two sparse gap arrays in external memory featuring the same
element sum, then we merge the two together into a sparse array of twice that sum. At the end of the
process we need to merge the remaining set of arrays into a single final gap array. Let G denote a gap
array of length ℓ such that
∑ℓ−1
i=0 G[i] = s for some s > 0 with k > 0 non-zero values. Let i0, i1, . . . , ik−1
denote the sequence of indices of non-zero values in G in increasing order. We store two γ coded bit
streams for representing G. In the first we store the sequence i0 + 1, i1 − i0, i2 − i1, . . . , ik−1 − ik−2
and in the second we store the subsequence of non-zero values in G. Note that the elements of both
sequences are strictly positive integers, so we do not need to add 1 for the γ code. The maximum
space usage for the first sequence is bounded by k(1 + 2 log ℓk ) and for the second by k(1 + 2 log
s
k )
which sums up to 2k(1 + log sℓk2 )) (see the proof for Lemma 6 for details on obtaining these bounds).
For fixed s, ℓ this function has a maximum for k =
√
2sℓ
e with value
4
√
2sℓ
e loge 2
where e denotes the base
of the natural logarithm. As we by definition have k ≤ min{ℓ, s} this maximum can only be observed
for s ≥ 2ℓe2 ≈ .2706ℓ (and equally ℓ ≥ 2se2 ). For s < 2ℓe2 we obtain the maximum space usage for k = s
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and this space maximum is then bounded by 2s(1+ log ℓs ). While computing a complete gap array we
may at an intermediate stage have no more than two arrays with a sum of c2i for i = 0, 1, . . . , ⌊log sc⌋
when the arrays of the smallest sum we produce have sum c for a constant c ≥ 1. We will never have
two arrays for more then two of the sizes while merging and only a single one for all other sizes, but
for the sake of simplicity in obtaining a bound on the size of the sum of the arrays we will assume
that two for each size are possible. For those arrays with a sum of at most ℓ4 we can bound the space
used by
2
∑⌊log l
4c
⌋
i=0 2(2
ic)(1 + log ℓ2ic ) ≤ 4c
∑⌊log l
4c
⌋
i=0 2
i(1 + log ℓ2ic)
≤ 4c∑⌊log ℓ4c ⌋i=0 2i(1 + log ℓ2i )
≤ 8c∑⌊log ℓ4c ⌋i=0 2i(log ℓ2i )
≤ 8c∑⌊log ℓ4c ⌋i=0 2i(log ℓ− i)
≤ 8c∑⌈log ℓ⌉i=0 2i(⌈log ℓ⌉ − i)
≤ 2⌈log ℓ⌉+3c∑⌈log ℓ⌉i=0 i2i
≤ 2⌈log ℓ⌉+4c
≤ 32cℓ
Thus the space for these arrays is O(ℓ) bits as c is a constant. For partial arrays with a sum of more
than ℓ4 we can resort to dense arrays. We may have a constant number of arrays with a sum between
ℓ
4
and ℓ. These take space O(ℓ) (see the proof for Lemma 6). Finally we can have a logarithmic number
of arrays with a sum larger then ℓ. Analogously to the arrays with a sum of at most ℓ4 we can deduce
that the space for these arrays is O(s) bits. In total all partial gap arrays together take space O(s+ ℓ)
bits. Two sparse partial gap arrays can be merged in time linear in the number of their respective
non-zero elements which is bounded by the sum over the elements. Two of the dense partial gap arrays
we use can also be merged in time linear in the sum over their elements, as these arrays are only used
if the sum over their elements reaches a quarter of there length. Merging two partial gap arrays is in
both cases a streaming operation and requires virtually no internal memory. If the merging process
starts with partial arrays for sum 1, the final array has length ℓ and the sum over its elements is s
then the total merging time can be bounded by
∑⌈log s⌉
i=0 min{s, ℓ}. For merging two blocks of size bl
and br respectively this is in O(min{bl, br} logmax{bl, br}) which becomes O(bl log bl) if bl ∈ Θ(br) as
it holds for balanced binary merge trees. If we accumulate br
log2 br
indices for incrementing in an array
in internal memory we can reduce the time used for merging without asymptotically increasing the
total memory footprint of the algorithm. The space used for the array in internal memory is O( brlog br )
bits and thus asymptotically negligible compared with the (uncompressed) text. When the internal
memory array is full, then we first need to sort it so we can write the partial gap array representation.
This can be performed in time linear in the length of the array by using a two phase radix sort
with a number of buckets in O(
√
br), which require additional internal memory of O(
√
br) words or
O(
√
br log br) bits. For both run-time and space usage the radix sort does not asymptotically increase
the resources required for the merging. Starting with partial gap arrays of sum br
log2 br
implies the total
number of such arrays is O(log2 br). Consequently the binary merge tree for obtaining the final gap
array has a depth in O(log log2 br) = O(log log br) and it can be processed in time O(br log log br).
The gt array for the merged block can be composed by concatenating the gt array for the left
block and an array storing the respective information for the right block computed while performing
the backward search for filling the gap array. For this purpose we need to know the rank of the leftmost
suffix in the left block. This can either be computed using forward search on the suffix arrays of the
basic blocks or extracted from a sampled inverse suffix array which can be computed along the way.
The sampled inverse suffix arrays of two blocks can just like the BWTs of the two blocks be merged
using the gap array. This is also an operation based on stream accesses, so it can be done in external
memory in time O(bl + br) when merging two blocks of size bl and br.
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7. BWT Computation by Balanced Tree Block Merging
Using the building blocks described above we can now describe the complete algorithm for computing
the BWT of t by merging basic blocks according to a balanced binary tree.
1. Choose a target block size b′ ∈ O( nlogn ) and deduce a block size b = ⌈ n⌈ n
b′
⌉⌉ such that the number
of blocks c satisfies c = ⌈nb ⌉ = ⌈ nb′ ⌉ and n can be split into blocks of size b and b− 1 only. Split t
such that the blocks of size b appear before those of size b′. This step takes constant space and
time.
2. Compute which blocks in t propagate repetitions of period at most b and for each block which is
followed by a block propagating a repetition whether it is generating this repetition. This takes
time O(n) in total and space O(b log σ) = O(n log σlogn ) ⊆ O(n) bits. The result data can be stored
in external memory.
3. Compute a balanced merge tree for the blocks. Start with a root representing all blocks. If a
node containing a single block is considered produce a leaf and stop. Otherwise for an inner
node representing k > 1 blocks produce a left subtree from the ⌈k2 ⌉ leftmost blocks and a right
subtree from ⌊k2 ⌋ rightmost blocks in t. The tree has O(log n) nodes. Each node stores at most
two (start and end) block indices taking O(log logn) bits and two node pointers also taking space
O(log logn) bits. So the total tree takes space O(log n log logn) bits. It can be computed in time
O(log n).
4. Sort the blocks and store the resulting BWT, gt and sampled inverse suffix arrays in ex-
ternal memory. Using the suffix and LCP arrays of the basic blocks also compute the start
ranks necessary for the backward searches when merging the blocks together. This takes time
O(n logn log logn) in the worst case and O(n) on average and space O(b log b) = O( nlogn log
n
logn )
= O(n) bits of internal memory.
5. Process the merge tree. Mark all leafs as finished and all inner nodes as unfinished. While there
are unfinished nodes choose any unfinished node with only finished children, merge the respective
blocks and mark the node as finished. There are O(log n) leafs and the tree is balanced, so it
has O(log logn) levels. Each single level can be processed in time O(n log logn). So the total
run time for the tree merging phase is O(n log2 logn). The maximum internal memory space
usage appears when performing the merge operation at the root of the tree. Here we need space
blHk + o(bl log σ) bits where bl denotes the sum of the length of the blocks in the left subtree
which is O(n) and Hk denotes the k’th order entropy of the text comprising those text blocks.
Summing over all steps the run-time of the algorithm is O(n log n log logn) in the worst case and
O(n log2 logn) on average. In practice this means we can compute the BWT of a text as long as we
are able to hold the text (more precisely the text for the left subtree of the merge tree) in internal
memory. If we can hold a fixed fraction of the text in main memory, then we can still compute the
BWT of the text in the same run-time by resorting to the original iterative merging scheme from [8].
We decompose the text into blocks of size b′ such that b′ ≤ n log σc logn where 1c is the fixed fraction of the
text we can hold in internal memory and compute a partial BWT for each of these blocks where the
suffixes sorted are considered as coming from the whole text, i.e. suffix comparisons are still over t˜ and
not limited to a single of the blocks. Then we merge these blocks along a totally skewed merge tree such
that the left block always has size about b′. The size of the set of partial sparse gap arrays required
at any time remains bounded by O(n) bits. As the number of blocks is fixed, the total asymptotical
run-time of the algorithm remains O(n log n log logn) in the worst case and O(n log2 logn) on average.
8. Parallelisation
Many of the steps of our algorithm are parallelisable. As building blocks we will need representations
of the required data structures in external memory which allow accessing parts without performing a
complete sequential scan and we will require parallel versions of
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• the construction of rank indexes,
• the computation of gap arrays,
• the merging of BWT blocks,
• the merging of sampled inverse suffix arrays and
• the sorting of single blocks.
As the merging of sampled (inverse) suffix arrays is basically a simplified version of the merging of
BWT blocks (the difference is not all values are present), we will only describe the merging of BWT
blocks and leave the sub sampled merging variant as an exercise for the reader. In this paper we
consider shared memory parallelisation only, i.e. a setting where all processors involved have access to
the same internal memory. Some of the algorithms may be modified for distributed memory settings.
8.1. Data Structures in External Memory
We are using the following data structures in external memory:
• The gt bit vectors
• Burrows Wheeler transforms of blocks
• Dense γ coded gap arrays
• Sparse γ coded gap arrays
Arbitrary positions in the gt bit vectors can be accessed without further information, so no additional
information is necessary to support scanning starting from a given position.
For the Burrows Wheeler transform sequences we choose the following representation. For a
given string B = b0 . . . bm−1 over Σ and a given block size d ∈ O(log2 n) we partition B into blocks
of size d such that all but the last block have size d. Each block factor is stored using run-length,
Huffman and γ code. We first compute a run length representation of the block which gives us a
sequence of pairs comprised of symbols and number of consecutive occurrences. As an example the
factor aabbbcaaa would be transformed to (a, 2), (b, 3), (c, 1), (a, 3). This sequence of pairs is stored
using Huffman code for the symbols and Elias γ code for the run lengths. As we assume a constant
alphabet size, the dictionary for the Huffman code takes constant space per block. The space used
by the Huffman coded sequence of symbols is bounded by d⌈log σ⌉. According to our considerations
about γ code above the maximum amount of space required for storing any sequence of run lengths
for a block of length d is d(1+2⌈log(1+1)⌉) = 3d. So in the worst case the representation of the block
BWT in this code is in O(d log σ) bits. In consequence each block can be addressed using a fixed size
pointer of length in O(log(m log σ)). As we have d ∈ O(log2 n) and are only storing BWTs of length
m ≤ n we are storing at most O( m
log2 n
) pointers. In total these require space O( mlogn ) bits. When
the BWT is coded in this way we can start decoding it at any index which is a multiple of the block
size d ∈ O(log2 n). The setup procedure takes O(1) time and we can decode each following symbol in
time O(1) when performing a sequential scan (see [20, 15] for constant time encoding and decoding of
Huffman/minimum redundancy code. The code lengths of the γ code can be decoded using a lookup
table taking o(n) bits).
Dense γ coded gap arrays can be stored very similar to our BWT storage scheme for allowing
the start of a decoding run from any position in the array with very little overhead. As shown above
an array G of length l such that
∑l−1
i=0G[i] = s can be stored using O(s + l) bits, which means the
start index for the code of any position can be stored in O(log(s+ l)) bits. We decompose the array
into non-overlapping blocks of length e ∈ O(log2 n) elements and store a pointer to the start of each
block. These pointers take space O( s+llogn ) bits in total and we can start the decoding from any index
on G after a setup time in O(log2 n). Subsequently each following element can be sequentially decoded
in constant time per element.
For the sparse γ coded gap files we have already described the code itself above. Let us assume
we are considering a gap array G of length ℓ such that the sum over the elements of G is s and G
contains k non-zero values. To facilitate the start of a decoding run at a given index on G we keep
the γ code as is, where we assume that the two γ coded sequences (distance between non-zero values
in the array and non-zero values) are stored interleaved. As the array is sparse we possibly would be
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adding excessive amounts of space by adding pointers marking the next non-zero value for equidistant
indices on G. Instead we store information for every j = ⌈logn⌉2’th instance of a non-zero value on
G for i = 0, 1, ⌊kj ⌋. For each such instance of a non-zero value we store the bit position of the code
pair in the γ code and the absolute index on G. The γ code itself requires O(k(1 + log sℓk2 )) bits as
shown above, so each pointer into the code takes O(log(k logn)) bits and there are O( k
log2 n
) such
pointers, so the space used for pointers is O
(
k log(k logn)
log2 n
)
bits which is bounded by the space used
for the sparse array itself. Storing the selected absolute values of non-zero indices on G takes space
O( klogn ). Using this index on the external memory representation for G we can start decoding the
array from any index on i on G by first employing a binary search on the absolute value of the largest
indexed non-zero value element in G with an index not greater than i. This element may be O(log2 n)
non-zero elements away from our desired target which need to be skipped before we reach the relevant
portion of G. Thus the setup time is O(log2 n). After the setup we can decode either the sequence
of non-zero values starting from i or the sequence of all values starting from i in constant time for
each such value. Decoding non-zero values is required for merging two sparse arrays while decoding
all values is required for merging two BWTs.
For parallel encoding of these data structures we note that all of them are easily writable in
any given number of parts to a set of files such that a simple combination of these files represents
the respective complete structure. Thus encoding the data structures does not need be performed
sequentially. If we write data to multiple files, then we need a simple additional layer of indexing meta
data designating the length of the corresponding sequence in each file. For gt bit vector, Burrows
Wheeler transform and dense γ coded gap files this additional data stores the number of bits, symbols
and gap array entries respectively in the form of a prefix sum array. This array allows us to find the
correct starting file and offset in this file given the offset in the complete sequence in logarithmic time
in the number of files. The number of files for any one such sequence is bounded by the number of
processors, so the space for the prefix sum array is not a concern as long as the number of processors
p is O( nlogn ). For sparse γ coded gap files the situation is slightly more involved, as we want to be
able to start processing from a given index i on the gap file to process the entry at index i and all gap
file entries following i or given some j skip j non-zero values from the front of the file and process all
following non-zero elements. For this purpose we store two index sequences in addition. The first is a
prefix sum sequence over the number of gap array elements represented by each file. Here the number
stored in a file is obtained as
• the length of the gap array if there is only one file or
• otherwise, if there is more than one file
– the index of the last non-zero gap array value represented in the file plus one for the first
file,
– the index of the last non-zero gap array value represented in the current file minus the index
of the last non-zero gap array value represented in the previous file if the file is neither the
first nor the last and
– the length of the full gap array minus the index of the last non-zero gap array value repre-
sented in the penultimate file for the last file.
The second is the prefix sum sequence over the sequence of non-zero values stored in each file. Both
additional index sequences store O(p) values. Again the space for these can be neglected when p ∈
O( nlogn ). Searching the file level indexes for the correct file and in file offset for a given global offset
in each case takes time O(log p) and is thus not critical in comparison with the in file access times
for BWT and gap files. We will thus without loss of generality below discuss a situation were the
respective streams are assumed to be given as a single file instead of a set of files for the sake of
simplicity of exposition.
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8.2. Parallel Construction of Rank Indexes
There are several data structures which allow constant time rank queries on sequences over a finite
alphabet. In this paper we will consider the wavelet tree (see [10]). A prefix free code g for an alphabet
Γ is a function g : Γ 7→ {0, 1}∗ such that for all pairs of symbols (a, b) ∈ Γ2 such that a 6= b the code
g(a) is not a prefix of g(b). In the following we in addition assume that each prefix free code considered
is such that each binary string c either has a prefix which is a code of some symbol or c is a prefix
of at least one code produced by the code. This condition implies that there are no unused binary
code words. In consequence the longest code assigned to any symbol is bounded by the size of the
input alphabet. For any prefix free code g : Γ 7→ {0, 1}∗ where |Γ| > 1 let gi : Γi 7→ {0, 1}∗ denote
the sub code obtained from g by choosing Γi = {a ∈ Γ | g(a)[0] = i} and gi(a) = g(a)[1, |g(a) − 1|].
Informally gi is defined for all symbols in Γ for which the first bit of the code assigned by g is i and
this first bit is stripped off when transforming g to gi. Let fi : Γ
∗ 7→ Γ∗i be the function given by the
homomorphism defined by mapping each symbol in Γi to itself and all other symbols to the empty
word, i.e. the function removing all symbols which are not in Γi. Let h : Γ 7→ {0, 1}∗ denote a prefix
free code. Then the wavelet tree concerning h for a text s ∈ Γ∗ is obtained in the following recursive
way.
• If |Γ| = 1 then produce a leaf.
• Otherwise store the bit sequence h(s0)[0]h(s1)[0] . . . h(s|s|−1)[0] in an inner node. Attach a left
and right child to this inner node where the left child is the wavelet tree for f0(s) concerning the
code h0 and the right child is the wavelet tree for f1(s) concerning the code h1.
When this procedure is complete, then we assign a binary code to each inner node, where we assign
ǫ to the root, c0 to each inner node which is a left child of a parent with code c and c1 to each inner
node which is a right child of a parent with code c. For the parallel construction of a wavelet tree
based on a prefix free code h from an input string observe that each interval of indices on the input
string corresponds to a unique interval of indices in the bit vector stored in any inner node of the
wavelet tree. For constructing a wavelet tree in parallel from an input string s of length m over Σ
using p processors we use the following steps.
1. Choose a block size d = ⌊m+p−1p ⌋.
2. Assign index block Ii = [di,min(di+ d,m)) to processor i.
3. Each processor computes a symbol histogram Hi : Σ 7→ N for its interval such that Hi[a] = |{j |
j ∈ Ii and s[j] = a}|.
4. Compute the prefix sum arrays Hˆi defined by Hˆi[a] =
∑i−1
j=0Hi[a] for all a ∈ Σ. This can be
parallelised along the alphabet Σ.
5. Let C(h) = {h(a) | a ∈ Σ} and let Cˆ(h) = {c′ | c′ = c[0, i] for some c ∈ C(h) and − 1 ≤ i <
|c| − 1} (the set of all proper prefixes of codes produced by h). Let Pi : Cˆ 7→ N be defined by
Pi(j) =
∑
k|j prefix of h(k) Hˆ(k). Processor i computes table Pi. Note that P may be understood as
a function from integers to integers instead of binary strings to integers, as the elements of Cˆ may
be interpreted as the numerical value represented by the respective binary strings. Pi denotes
the bit offset of the input interval for input block i for each inner node of the constructed wavelet
tree.
6. Processor i produces the wavelet tree for interval Ii while instead of starting at the beginning of
the bit vector of a node starting at the bit position designated by the array Pi.
7. For each node of the wavelet tree the p processors compute the necessary prefix sums for the
binary rank dictionaries of each node in parallel.
This approach can be used to obtain a rank dictionary for the input string s of length m over Σ in
time O
(
m
p
)
using p processors. This applies for block type as well as Huffman code.
8.3. Parallel Computation of Gap Arrays
When we compute a gap array we are generally merging two adjacent text blocks. Let the left and right
block sizes be bl and br respectively and let the indices of the left block on t˜ start at index i. In the
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serial version we start with the suffix at index i+bl+br−1 and perform br−1 steps of backward search
using the index for the left block. This can be parallelised by performing several backward searches
in parallel starting from several indices within the right block. If p ≤ br processors are available, then
we can choose the starting positions xj = i + bl + br − 1 − j⌈ brp ⌉ for j = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1 and perform
ℓj = xj+1 − xj steps for j = 0, 1, p− 2 and ℓj = br − xj steps for j = p− 1. As the backward search
is based an suffix ranks in the left block we need to find the ranks of these p suffixes in the left block
using forward search on one or more suffix arrays just as we did above for the single suffix at the end of
the right block in serial mode. As we have p processors and need to find p ranks, the run-time stays the
same as in the serial version for both average and worst case. In the average case the forward searches
are not a time critical factor as long as p is O( n
log2 n log log n
), so in practice we can expect the forward
searches to be of no concern for the execution time. When we perform p backward searches in parallel,
then we also need to be prepared to perform the corresponding increment operations on the gap array
in parallel. This is no problem if the gap array can be kept in internal memory as modern processors
have specialised operations for atomic, lock free modifications of single memory cells. If we use sparse
gap arrays in external memory, then the situation is somewhat more complicated. In the serial version
we first accumulate a number of indices in the gap array whose value is to be incremented in a list of
length k ∈ O( br
log2 br
) in internal memory. If this list runs full, then it needs to be sorted and written to
external memory as a sparse γ coded gap array. Whenever there are two sparse gap arrays of the same
sum, then the two need to be merged to obtain a single sparse array of twice that sum (as the number
of non-zero elements in the files approaches the size of the left block we switch to dense arrays as
described above. Generating and merging dense γ coded gap arrays are however simplified versions of
the equivalent problems in sparse arrays, so we will not explicitly discuss this below as the algorithms
are easily deduced from the sparse case). In the parallel case we keep the concept of a single array
accumulating indices in internal memory. All p processors are appending values to this array until
it runs full. This can be implemented by using a fill pointer which is modified by atomic increments
while elements are inserted at the array index designated by the fill pointer before the increment. A
process stalls backward search when the pointer exceeds a given threshold signalling that the array
is full. When all processes have detected that the array is full, then we can perform a parallel radix
sort on the array. As in the serial case this is performed in two stages, i.e. using e ∈ O(√n) buckets.
Like for histogram computation in the parallel wavelet tree construction we partition the array into
p non overlapping intervals and compute a separate histogram for each interval. This takes space
O(p
√
n logn) bits which is negligible as long as p ∈ o(
√
n
logn ) which is not an issue in practice. Prefix
sums are computed based on these bucket histograms to obtain the starting index for the elements for
each bucket originating from each processor input interval. The elements for bucket i appear ahead
of those for buckets with index larger than i and within each bucket the elements originating from
processor interval j appear before those for intervals with higher indices. These prefix sums can be
computed in parallel by first accumulating all element counts over ⌈ ep⌉ buckets and then based on these
offsets filling in the final prefix sums in parallel. Using the computed prefix sums the numbers can be
sorted into their buckets in parallel while keeping the stable order necessary for a correct radix sort.
Using this radix sort method we can sort a set of the k numbers from [0, bl] in time O
(
max{√bl,k}
p
)
using p processors. After the array is sorted we again partition it into p index intervals. In each interval
in parallel we transform the now sorted sequence into run length encoding, i.e. pairs of numbers and
the number of occurrences of the number in the interval. This representation does not asymptotically
need more space than the sorted number sequence. The computation of the run length encoding in
intervals produces a correct run length encoding of the complete sequence except for the borders of the
intervals. Here the last run length in one interval may be for the same number as the first run length in
the next interval. This however can be corrected in time O(log p) using p processors, where we assign
the complete run-length to the leftmost occurrence of the number and mark the other occurrences as
invalid. After this we can produce a compact version without space between the intervals of the run
length encoded array in internal memory in time O(kp ) by counting the number of runs per interval,
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computing the prefix sums over this number sequence and copying the sequence to another array in
compact form. Finally we decompose this compact run length array into at most p intervals of length
⌈ ⌈
k
p
⌉
e ⌉e where e ∈ O(log2 n) is a positive integer and write the resulting decomposition to p sparse γ
coded gap arrays such that the concatenation of the files represents the complete sparse gap array.
As each interval size but the last is a multiple of e each file starts on an index of the sequence of run
length pairs which is also a multiple of e. This file production also takes time O(kp ). Finally we can
also produce the block pointers required for accessing the file without performing a linear scan in the
same time complexity. Summarising we can transform the array of length k accumulating indices for
incrementing in the gap array to a sparse γ coded representation in external memory in time O(k+
√
br
p )
using p processors. Now assume we have two sparse γ coded gap arrays with ka and kb non-zero values
respectively which are to be merged. We want to perform this merging using p processors, where in
the optimal case each processor is assigned the same amount of work. Both files store e ∈ O(log2 n)
non-zero values per block. Using a binary search on these values we can determine the smallest i such
that at least ⌈ka+kbp ⌉ blocks are stored in the two files for values smaller than i. The first processor
merges the values of the two input sequences from the beginning up to value i. The same scheme is
used to split the remaining data into a work package for the second processor and the rest for the
remaining processors etc. The splitting operations take time O(p log3 n). We are computing p splitting
points, each such splitting point is computed using a binary search on O(n) sorted values and accessing
each such value takes time O(log2 n). After the splitting the merging is easily done in parallel in time
O(ka+kbp ) so the run time of the method is O(p log
3 n+ ka+kbp ). This is a convenient procedure when
the number of processors is low compared to the size of the input. If the number of processors should
not be neglectable in comparison to the input size, i.e. if O(p log3 n) would be large, then we could
employ a different splitting method where we would decompose the merging work along an optimally
balanced binary tree and thus reduce the work for finding the splitting points to O(log p log3 n). We
would still be computing O(p) splitting points, but the splitting point search within each level of the
tree of depth O(log p) could be performed in parallel in time O(log3 n).
8.4. Merging Burrows Wheeler Transforms
For merging two BWT sequences of length bl and br respectively let us assume we have the two
sequences in external memory and the gap array in internal or external memory. For parallel merging
of the two sequences we first compute the sum over the gap array for each interval of integer length
e ∈ O(log2 n) starting at index ie on the gap array G for i = 0, 1, . . . , ble using p processors in parallel
in time O( blp ). These can be produced sequentially and in external memory and take space o(bl) bits.
Then we compute the prefix sums over this sequence in parallel in time O( blp ) and also store it in
external memory. Using these prefix sums we can assign approximately equal work loads to each
processor. Using a binary search on the prefix sums we can search for the smallest j < bl + 1 such
that s =
∑j
i=0(G[i] + 1) ≥ ⌈ bl+brp ⌉ and then increase j and update the sum s accordingly until
⌈ se⌉e − s ≤ G[j + 1] or j = bl + 1 if no such j exists (remember that G has length bl + 1). The
binary search gives us a work package which is approximately 1p of the total length. The subsequent
increasing of j is for allowing us to produce a file with a length which is a multiple of the block size
by just considering the next gap array value G[j + 1]. The case where there is no such j can only
occur for very sparse arrays with high run length values. The first processor merges the front parts
of the two BWTs by in turn taking G[i] symbols from the second BWT stream and one symbol from
the first one for i = 0, 1, . . . , j and finally ⌈ se⌉e− s from the second BWT stream to obtain a multiple
of the block size e. The rest of the two BWT streams is merged by the other processors. The further
splitting of the remaining data into blocks is performed just like the splitting of the data into the part
for the first processor and the rest. The only difference consists in the fact that a fraction of G[j + 1]
is already handled by the first processor and thus needs to be excluded from the remaining process.
As for merging sparse γ coded gap arrays the finding of the splitting points in this manner takes time
O(p log3 n) following a similar argumentation. The actual merging is then performed in time O( bl+brp )
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using p processors. In practice it may be desirable to perform the merging directly using the run length
encoding instead of symbol per symbol. In the asymptotical worst case there is however no difference
in the run time. Like in the case of merging sparse γ coded gap files we can speed up the computation
of the splitting points to O(log p log3 n) if necessary. The approach of parallelisation of BWT merging
can be extended to multi way instead of two way merging as described in [12]. The concepts remain
the same, but the searching of split points is over all of the involved prefix sum arrays of gap files
instead of just one. The merging within the single merge packets remains the same as in the serial
version.
8.5. Parallel Sorting of Single Blocks
We need to suffix sort single blocks and produce the respective block BWTs before we can merge these
structures to obtain the final BWT of the complete text. To our best knowledge there is currently
no parallel in place suffix sorting algorithm. The external memory algorithmic variants described in
[14] either distribute a total work of Ω(n logn) over p processors or work in some randomised model
of computation. As the problem of parallel suffix sorting in place is still open, we resort to using our
parallel block merging scheme to achieve some parallelism for the average case. In the highly unlikely
worst case this will again not bring any improvement over the serial version. The block size b in
the serial version is chosen to allow the suffix sorting of a single block in internal memory. For the
parallel case we deduce a reduced block size bp = ⌈ bp⌉ which allows us to perform the suffix sorting of
p such blocks at the same time in internal memory. After these blocks have been handled we merge
the resulting BWTs until we obtain the BWTs for block size b using our parallel merging approach
described above. Note that this does not require us to store gap arrays in external memory, as we have
sufficient space in internal memory to perform the merging. In the unlikely worst case we will spend
time Ω(n logn log p) for finding the start ranks of our backward searches during gap array construction.
On average the run time is O( b log pp ) in all practically relevant cases (i.e. when p log p ∈ O( nlog4 n )).
8.6. Parallelisation of the Complete Algorithm
Using the building blocks described above we can now present the parallel version of our algorithm
for p processors. The steps are:
1. Choose a target block size b′′ ∈ O( nlogn ) as in the serial version. Transform this block size b′′ to
b′ = ⌈ b′′p ⌉, a target block size for parallel computing and finally deduce a block size b = ⌈ n⌈ n
b′
⌉⌉.
Split the text t into blocks of size b and b − 1 only such that all the blocks of length b appear
before the ones for b− 1. This step takes constant time and space.
2. Compute which blocks in t˜ propagate repetitions of a period at most b and for each block which
is followed by a block propagating a repetition whether it is generating this repetition. We can
handle p blocks in parallel during the propagation as well as the generation checking phase as
each block can be handled independently and we have sufficient space in internal memory due to
the reduced block size compared to the serial version. This step consequently takes time O(np ) in
total and space O(pn log σlognp ) = O(
n log σ
logn ) ⊆ o(n) bits. The result can be stored in external memory.
3. Compute a balanced merge tree for the blocks in serial like for the serial cases. This takes time
O(log n) and space o(n) bits.
4. Sort the blocks and store the resulting BWT, gt and sampled inverse suffix arrays in external
memory while processing p blocks at a time. Using the suffix and LCP arrays of the basic blocks
also compute the start ranks necessary for the backward searches when merging blocks together.
This step takes time O(n log n(log logn+log p)) in the worst case and O(np ) on average and space
O(b′ log b′) = O(n) bits of internal memory.
5. Process the merge tree. Mark all leafs as finished and all inner nodes as unfinished. While
there are unfinished nodes choose any unfinished node with only finished children, merge the
respective blocks and mark the node as finished. When merging blocks use an internal memory
gap array if the node has a distance of at most ⌈log p⌉ from any leaf in the underlying sub tree
and sparse γ coded gap arrays in external memory otherwise. Use the parallel versions of gap
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array computation, merging of γ coded gap array files, merging of BWT streams and merging
sampled inverse suffix array files. The log logn levels closest to the root can be processed in
total time O(n log lognp ) per level or O(
n log2 logn
p ) in total. The log p other (lowest) levels of
the tree can be processed in time O(n log pp ). The total run-time for the merging stage is thus
O(np max{log2 logn, log p}). The space requirement in internal memory remains asymptotically
the same as in the serial version as long as p ∈ o
( √
n
logn
)
as described above.
The total run-time of the parallel algorithm using p processors is thus O(np max{log2 logn, log p}) on
average and with high probability and O(n log n(log logn+ log p)) in the worst case. As in the serial
case we can resort to the original skewed merging approach on top of the balanced merging if there is
not sufficient internal memory to hold the index for the left half of the text in memory but sufficient
to keep an index for a fixed fraction of the text while keeping the same run-time and space bounds.
9. Conclusion
We have presented a new semi external algorithm for computing the Burrows-Wheeler transform
designed for the case where we can keep a fixed fraction of the input text in internal memory. On
average our new algorithm runs in time O(n log2 logn) and is faster then the algorithm of Ferragina
et al published in [8] while in the worst case it is only slower by a factor of O(log logn). In comparison
with the algorithm by Beller et in [1] our algorithm can be applied for the case when less than 8 bits
per symbol of internal memory are available. We have also presented a parallel version of our algorithm
which on average and with high probability runs in time O(np (log
2 logn+ log p)) on p processors and
should achieve this run time in all practically relevant applications. In the worst case the run time of
the parallel algorithm is O(n logn(log log n+ log p)) and thus, depending on the number of processors
p, possibly even slower than the serial version. However this worst case is highly unlikely in practice.
The practically interested reader can find a partial implementation of the algorithms presented
in this paper at https://github.com/gt1/bwtb3m. The current version of the code does not implement
the repetition reduction as described in Section 5 but uses a simplified approach computing the length
of the longest common prefix of all suffixes in a block with the first suffix of the following block for
determining how far a block needs to be extended to obtain a correct sorting order. On average this
extension is by O(log n) characters. For texts featuring long repetitions of short periods (shorter than
the block size) however the method would be problematic.
One major open problem in our approach is the worst case run time. While it is not as extreme as
the worst case of some other algorithms for suffix sorting or BWT construction showing good average
case behaviour (cf. [24]), it still leaves room for improvement. This is particularly true for the case of
the parallel variant of the algorithm. The increased worst case run-time over the average case stems
solely from the forward searches on block suffix arrays to obtain the starting points for the backwards
searches during gap array construction. In the serial version a string needs to feature a very large LCP
value in Ω(n log lognlogn ) between two of its suffixes to trigger the worst case behaviour, in the parallel
case using p processors a LCP value in Ω(n log lognp logn ) is sufficient. So an efficient method for detecting
such high LCP values using small space would be necessary to alleviate the effects of the problem.
Note that these high LCP values are not necessarily caused by runs (cf. [18]) as the positions of the
suffixes in the string sharing a long common prefix may be too far apart to allow the common strings
to connect, i.e. build a square.
Two other open problems are the actual practical space usage of our algorithm in external mem-
ory and its I/O complexity. While the space usage in external memory is asymptotically clear with
O(n log σ) bits the involved constants are important in practice. Punctual observations in our imple-
mentation studies suggest that the involved constants are low, but a systematic analysis is desirable.
A very simple analysis in analogy to the space usage shows that the algorithm uses O(n log2 logn)
bits of I/O for merging γ coded gap arrays, O(n log σ log logn) bits of I/O for merging BWTs and
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O(n log log n) bits of I/O for writing and reading gt arrays, where I/O is in all cases streaming. As for
the space usage in external memory, it would also be interesting to determine the involved constants
in future work.
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